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Tualatin Hills Park & Recreation District 
Parks & Facilities Advisory Committee Meeting Notes 

 
FCSC Sequoia Room 

March 21, 2017 at 6:30 pm 
 
 

 
In Attendance: 
Committee Members: Jane Athanasakos, Virginia Bruce, Krista Mancuso, Galit Pinker, Sue 
Rimkeit, Layton Rosencrance, Nanda Siddaiah  
  
Staff: Jon Campbell   
Guests:  
Absent: Kevin Apperson, Sharad Mishra, Jerry Jones (board member) 
 
I. Parks & Facilities Advisory Committee Call to Order by Layton Rosencrance at 6:37 

p.m. 
 

II. Approval of Minutes: Minutes from January 31, 2017 approved.  
 

III. Presentation:  Outdoor fitness equipment for Vista Brook Park.    
a. Presentation by Park Maintenance staff Mike Cero and Roger Whitaker  
b. Mike and Roger provided a presentation at the CPO Meeting at Garden Home 

Recreation the week, it was well received by the audience.  
c. The project started out as an idea by Mike in the summer of 2015, has evolved 

into a successful Business Plan, reality now.  
d. The fitness equipment has been purchased, consists of 7 different fitness 

stations, 10 different machines. 
e. There are funds in the 2017-18 proposed budget to fund the installation & labor 

of the equipment.  If approved, the installation could start in August, should only 
take a couple of weeks with minimal impacts to the park.  

f. As an outreach component, the intention is to have signs at each station that 
informs the user the real-life benefit of the exercise.  

g. Access to equipment is wheelchair accessible.  
h. This project will serve as a “pilot-project”, depending on the success of the 

project could mean future installations at different locations. 
 

IV. Old Business  
a. Elections for Open Positions  

i. Chair: Committee re-elected Layton Rosencrance 
ii. Secretary: Committee re-elected Krista Mancuso  

 
b. Outdoor Ping Pong Tables 

i. Virginia ran this idea by her friend that plays ping-pong.  While he would 
not use it personally as it is a different surface, he thinks it would be 
popular.  

ii. The costs per table seemed to vary between $5,000 - $7,000 per table. 
iii. No ping pong organization has requested an outdoor ping pong table, but 

a dealer contacted THPRD. 
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iv. Overall the committee members liked the idea, decided to table the 
conversation based on the cost and not knowing popularity among users.  

v. Galit suggested asking for one as a donation to see if there is any interest 
and then THRPD can monitor interest for purchase of future additional 
ping pong tables.  
 

c. Willow Creek Boardwalk Update 
i. The new boardwalk product has been installed in 4 different places.  
ii. Community feedback on the new boardwalk is being sought, will be 

provided to Committee Members for review.   
iii. The committee discussed feedback that has been received regarding 

color, discussed color options.   
iv. The test materials & feedback will be monitored through next fall.  
v. If the feedback is positive, users like the product, THPRD may use that 

product or a like-product for replacement in the future. 
 

d. Interpretive Signs  
i. Demo sign was present for Committee Members to provide feedback, 

built by Dave Chavanne. 
ii. Virginia envisioned something that would be easy to open and replace the 

interior information.  Jon demonstrated how that would happen with the 
demo stand. 

iii. Sue had concerns that water and leaves might get caught in the bottom of 
the frame, Jon would discuss this with his maintenance staff.  

iv. Committee discussed adding a piano hinge, being able to open the plexi-
glass from the bottom. 

v. Jon would like to see a more stable connection from the sign to the frame.  
vi. Galit suggested tilting the sign at more of an angle (possibly 45 degrees).  
vii. Virginia suggested a smaller size, one that would be ideal for printing.  
viii. Overall discussion about sign was that there should be some work on the 

sign size.  Some members envisioned it smaller.  One member liked the 
large size.  Some members thought the proportion was slightly off.  

ix. Jane suggested sign sizes might be adjusted based on the location where 
it might feel more appropriate for a larger or smaller sign.  

x. Layton suggested that varying sizes might increase costs instead of 
having a standard frame and print.  

xi. Committee Members liked size of THPRD site maps (approx. 24” x 36”) 
xii. Committee to continue to refine general design of the frame and then 

work on the design. 
xiii. Virginia asked whether or not Jon could ask staff for input on an 

appropriate park.   
 

e. Lead in Water Update  
i. All test results back from having facilities tested this past year.  A total of 

164 drinkable water fountains & sinks were tested inside our facilities and 
only 4 tested higher than 15 parts/billion. Water to each of the 4 sinks that 
tested over the EPA threshold were shut off immediately, and abated for 
lead (repaired).   

ii. An additional 126 outdoor drinking fountains were also tested for lead, 15 
tested higher than the EPA threshold of 15 ppb; each fountain has 
remained shut off since.  Research has indicated that the fountains 
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interior valves may be causing the increased lead levels in the water.  
THRPD has selected two fountains that tested the highest, will replace 
the valves and have the water samples taken.  Depending on the 
outcome of the water test will determine our next steps.  Each of the 
drinking fountains that tested above the EPA threshold will remain off until 
they are abated & test under the 15 ppb.  Jon has submitted for capital 
funding in 2017-18 if replacement of fountains are needed.   

 
VI. New Business:  

a. LGGP Grant for Cedar Hills Park Amenities  
i. THPRD asked for the Committee’s support to submit a grant to Oregon 

Parks and Recreation Department for picnic shelter and sports court for 
newly remodeled Cedar Hills Park.  

ii. Layton provided a letter of support from the Committee, which is due 
Wednesday, March 29, 2017.  

iii. Virginia asked if there was a deadline for comments so that she could put 
it in her newsletter. 

iv. Committee agreed to provide support via Layton’s letter.  
  

b. Competitive Challenge Grant  
i. In previous years AC committees were given challenge grant funds to 

spend on projects, but that will not be happening this year.  Instead, 
there is funding available via a Competitive Grant Program.   

ii. Jon would have to fill out the form and submit it on behalf of the 
committee.  

iii. If we want to pursue funding (interpretive sign project), we will have to fill 
out an application, it has to be approved before we receive funding. 

iv. Sue asked if Jon could inquire into guidelines for grants available 
through Washington County.  

v. If we submit a Challenge Grant Program, we expect each stand would 
cost approximately $350 + the additional costs for the design and 
printing.  Jon will work on coming up with the final number.  
 

c. ADA Transition Plan  
i. There is $100,000 of funds available this fiscal year for ADA funding; 

$92,000 is for HMT Aquatic Center, $8,000 for the HMT Athletic Center.    
ii. The ADA Transition Plan is currently under Programming, will likely 

transition to be under Jon (maintenance) in the future.   
iii. In the 2017-18 proposed budget, there are approximately $41,000 worth 

of ADA replacement assets, a $59,000 placeholder for additional 
unidentified ADA improvements available (would require meeting the ADA 
Transitional Plan). 

iv. Veterans Memorial Park was discussed as a priority.   
v. Nanda asked if Jon could send it out to committee members.   
vi. Sue asked if we could ask the City of Beaverton to provide funds as well 

for the Veterans Memorial Park.  
vii. Galit discussed concerns that the ADA Transition Plan looks at the parks 

themselves, but the accessibility to the park is still an issue.  Those 
concerns include parking, connection to the parks (trails), and ramps. The 
Committee discussed this issue and Design & Development is aware of 
this issue.    
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viii. Jon confirmed that each pool has handicap pool lift.  
ix. Galit suggested we take a few parks from each area to focus on.  
x. Virginia suggested we start with parks that have parking lots to make 

them much more accessible.   
xi. Sue suggested that THPRD share list of ADA-compliant parks with 

realtors.  
xii. Galit suggested that any safety issues be prioritized.   
xiii. Jon suggested that Committee members start collecting their own ideas 

to bring back to the next Committee Meeting for a larger brainstorming 
session.  

xiv. Galit suggested that we reach out to the community to provide additional 
funds as THPRD funds are limited.   

 
VII.  Committee Time  

 Virginia would like to discuss dog parks.  She identified one location at Foege Park 
that is not being used.  It is at the most northern quadrant.  It only has one house 
neighboring it and would require minimal fencing.  The all-season area at PCC dog 
park does not have water.   
o Layton asked who was responsible for designing new parks.  Jon said it was 

Design & Development.  Jon can inquire to see if there is a dog park 
development on their radar.   

 Galit brought photos of Pirate Park to show her safety concerns based on such a 
high level of use for the insufficient space.  Galit is concerned there are no new parks 
being built in Bethany and there are more developments coming in.  Galit wants to 
identify areas where there are no new parks.  Virginia identified it as a county 
problem.  The Committee discussed the issues surrounding the lack of parks in new 
developments or the lack of parks for people currently living in Bethany.  Jon said he 
would ask Gery Keck to come to a future Parks & Facilities AC meeting to discuss 
members concerns.  

 
Action Items: 

 Jon to submit design ideas to Dave Chavanne. 
 Layton to submit a letter in support of LGGP Grant.   
 Jon to inquire into guidelines for grants available through Washington County.  
 Jon to send out link to or copy of the ADA Transition Plan.  
 Jon to ask Design & Development if there is a dog park on its radar.   
 Jon to invite Gerry Keck to come to a future Parks & Facilities AC meeting.  

 
 

Next Meeting: Joint committee meeting on April 25, 2017, at 6:30 p.m. 
 
Meeting adjourned: 8:30 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted by Jon Campbell 
 
 
Recording Secretary: Krista Mancuso 


